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Vice President’s Report 
 
 
Volunteer groups are the backbone of environmental initiatives. As 
we concentrate on our own initiatives and endeavours, it is 
important not to forget the importance of collaboration between 
groups and the power of a lovely African proverb that  
 

“if you want to go fast go alone, but if you want to go far go together” 
 

There was a coming together of the 77 environmental groups represented within the Shire of 
Yarra Ranges on Sunday 4 March, organised by the Shire at the Karwarra Australian Plant 
Garden in Kalorama. It was good to meet with members of other groups and hear their 
stories and experiences, both successful and otherwise.   
Almost a fortnight later, on 17 March, the Victorian Environmental Friends Network held a full-
day Network Forum with the theme of “Building partnership capacity with Friends Groups”. 
As well as myself, the Friends were represented by Marita Hanigan and Sue Bendel (with her 
joint Leadbeater’s hat). The Forum was held at the Lilydale Senior Citizen’s Centre, the same 
venue where, almost 29 years before, there was the public meeting that led to the formation 
of the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater. A number of our current members, including 
Richard Case, were at that inaugural meeting.  
 
  
   
 

Victorian Patron: Her Excellency the Honourable Linda Dessau AC, Governor of Victoria 
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The Forum brought together State and Municipal agencies, including Melbourne Water and 
Parks Victoria, philanthropic bodies, including the Wettenhall and Helen McPherson Smith 
Trust and a range of Friends groups to discuss opportunities for Friends Groups to network 
with these other bodies and build their capability and capacity. The Friends of the Helmeted 
Honeyeater were one of three Friends Groups who were invited to provide case studies of 
their history of partnering and the challenges in mastering these relationships. It was a day of 
robust discussion with government agencies coming in for some intense questioning from 
Friends Groups. However, there were many constructive lessons that also emerged from the 
discussions and an opportunity to make new contacts and potential future alliances. 
 
The incremental increase of the area of the Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve has been 
as the result of cooperative efforts between a number of groups including the Friends, Trust 
for Nature, the State Government and the Port Phillip and Westernport Catchment 
Management Authority. Another wonderful partner has been the Judith Eardley Save Wildlife 
Association, led by the quiet, but amazingly effective, Peter Hannaford and the dynamic 
manager of their Healesville shop, the late Jeanne Wilcox. These efforts, over sixteen years, 
raised some $3 million for environmental projects across Australia and overseas. This has 
included the acquisition of three parcels of land that have been added to the Reserve.  
 
The third of these purchases, the 19.66 hectare Bilagal property was handed over in a 
ceremony at the 
property on Friday 1 
June with the Deputy 
Premier, James 
Merlino, and Victoria 
Marles, the CEO of 
Trust for Nature, being 
in attendance.  It was 
wonderful that Bob 
and Wendy Anderson 
came up from 
Gippsland for the 
occasion.  A number 
of Friends members, 
including Sue Tardif, 
were also present. 

Photo by Derek Schlennstedt 
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The Committee and fellow 
members of the Friends 

of the Helmeted 
Honeyeater would like to 
welcome you to a special 

event. 

You are invited to 

New Members’ Day 
Please join us on  

 

Saturday, 21st July 2018  
10am to 2pm 

 
Starting at the Rangers house, we will be having a short presentation, 
followed by a tour to the Reserve to see the Birds in the wild and end 

with a complimentary lunch. 
 

 
 
RSVP needed to assist with catering, please indicate dietary needs.  
Contact details e) heho1@optusnet.com.au or p) 5964 8341 by Thursday 
18th July.  

Helmeted Honeyeaters need Friends for Life 
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By Bruce Quin 
Out in the Field 
  
 
@Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve 
Breeding season 2017/2018 figures reported in the Autumn 2018 
edition of the HeHo Herald are the final figures and are extremely 
encouraging. The 36 breeding territories is the highest number 
confirmed for a breeding season for the lifetime of the Recovery 
Program (1989 to the present), and 61 fledglings is the third highest 
on record. Forty-one of the 61 2017/2018 breeding season fledglings have been banded 
and 39 of these have been DNA-sampled for genetic monitoring. 
Some of the individuals that had bred away from sites where supplementary food was being 
provided have shifted back to those ‘supported’ colonies, indicating that with the on-set of 
colder conditions, natural food availability may have declined. Habitat rehabilitation is 
needed at most sites, whether it be restoring flooding regimes appropriate for the 
regeneration and growth of native vegetation or planting of key species. Eventually, after the 
habitat restoration occurs, it is hoped that all colonies will be self-sustaining year-round. 
The release of captive-bred Helmeted Honeyeaters during the 2017/2018 breeding season 
occurred on the 13th September (2017) at a Cockatoo Swamp site. One of the two males 
disappeared that day and has not been seen since. Supplementary food for the remaining 
three (released) birds ceased on the 6th November and these birds disappeared 
subsequently after periods ranging from 11 to 85 days. However, a sighting of the male on 
21st May (2018) after he was not detected for almost four months provides hope that the two 
females from last year’s release may still be alive.  
 

@Bunyip State Park 
A remote camera that operated between 26th July and 25th August 2017 at a Labertouche 
North site in Bunyip State Park photographed an unbanded Helmeted Honeyeater between 
1st and 5th August. An unbanded Yellow-tufted Honeyeater (subspecies gippslandicus) was 
with the unbanded Helmeted Honeyeater on 2nd August (2017). A visit to the site to check 
photos on a camera that was established there in early March (2018) will be conducted 
soon. 
 

Health Issues, During and After the 2017/2018 Breeding Season 
The last 10 months has been an extremely challenging time for the field program with 
respect to the health of wild Helmeted Honeyeaters. Thirteen Helmeted Honeyeaters have 
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required Veterinary attention at Healesville Sanctuary’s Australian Wildlife Health Centre 
(AWHC) during and after the breeding season. This includes six requiring euthanasia (four 
had gout; another had suspected gout; the sixth suffered from highly laboured breathing) 
and all were breeding birds during the 2017/2018 season. One Helmeted Honeyeater will be 
kept in captivity because of permanent blindness in one eye (cause of injury not known) and 
he also had bred at Yellingbo. A number of birds had band-related leg injuries and two 
others had a change to their right leg band configuration without Veterinarian attention to 
reduce the risk of a future injury or to remedy an existing injury. These latter injuries, along 
with a smaller but consistently present number in previous years, has caused us to alter our 
banding regime to comprise a single band on each leg of Helmeted Honeyeaters, both of 
which have what is considered to be the most appropriate internal diameter size. 
Gout has become a serious issue in wild Helmeted Honeyeaters in 2018, and this combined 
with health issues in the captive population saw a meeting organised in May (2018) by 
AWHC Veterinary staff, with other Zoos Victoria staff, a Taronga Zoo Wildlife Nutritionist and 
me present. The meeting included a review of the known wild diet of Helmeted Honeyeaters 
and the supplementary feeding aspect. Michelle Shaw of Taronga Zoo did not believe that 
the supplementary food is the cause of the increased incidence in gout. She was more 
concerned about hygiene practices associated with the supplementary feeding perhaps 
being inadequate, leading to kidney disease in the Helmeted Honeyeaters. Zoos Victoria 
staff will visit Yellingbo soon to look at supplementary feeding program. Furthermore, plans 
are underway through the AWHC for a post-graduate study that will document all injuries and 
illnesses recorded for wild Helmeted Honeyeaters during the lifetime of the Recovery 
Program to determine if any patterns (seasonality; incidence level) have emerged. 
Additional to the loss of the above-mentioned Helmeted Honeyeaters due to illness was the 
apparent predation of another female with extensive breeding experience. The female has 
not been sighted since the remains of a Helmeted Honeyeater were found near her 
abandoned Cockatoo Swamp nest. The death of these seven Helmeted Honeyeaters and 
the permanent removal of the bird with the eye injury from the wild represent an enormous 
loss of breeding experience (in fact, a combined total 41 breeding seasons). There is a large 
pool of Helmeted Honeyeaters that have not yet bred and so hopefully vacancies in 
breeding territories will be quickly filled! 
 

Helmeted Honeyeater Genetics 
Geneticists from Monash and La Trobe Universities have analysed the genetics of the 
Helmeted Honeyeaters in recent years from blood samples we have been taking since the 
start of the Recovery Program. Helmeted Honeyeaters are losing genetic diversity (they are 
less influenced genetically by the Yellow-tufted Honeyeater gippslandicus subspecies) and 
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By Michelle Faram 

those individuals with reduced genetic variation are producing fewer fledglings. A genetic 
rescue trial that ultimately aims to reinvigorate the Helmeted Honeyeater gene pool and 
improve individuals’ survivorship and productivity has been established in captivity at 
Healesville Sanctuary. Hybrids from deliberate cross-breeding will be back-crossed with 
Helmeted Honeyeaters and the resulting offspring released into Yellingbo to make the 
Helmeted Honeyeater population more genetically diverse. Additional research from these 
Geneticists has demonstrated that, positively, Helmeted Honeyeaters in Yellingbo are 
choosing partners that are least related to them. 
 
Thank you very much to all of you for assisting the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Program 
during 2017/2018. I look forward to working with everyone during the Helmeted Honeyeater’s 
2018/2019 breeding season. Bruce. 
 

Nursery News 
 
 
 
With a warm and dry end to summer and the autumn weather 
following the same theme the pressure was on at the Friends nursery. 
With extremely low water storage levels in our tanks and a full house 
of tube stock to keep in good order until the start of the Autumn 
planting season, we were all very nervous. Was it ever going to rain? 
The planting season may have been delayed due to the dry conditions, but we had to be 
prepared for when they changed. With a growing list of plant orders coming in, the nursery 
crew worked tirelessly preparing and packing plant orders during this time. We put together 
boxes of mixed plant species for different planting sites within the Yellingbo Reserve, at 
Ewen Rd and the 3.2ha Woori Yallock Creek confluence site off Macclesfield Road along 
with orders for Melbourne Water and the Yarra Ranges Council among others. Usually by 
April lots of plantings are being undertaken and lots of plant orders have been packed and 
are leaving the nursery, but by the end of the month only two small Melbourne Water orders 
had been taken and Cecilia’s revegetation groups had managed to plant 4,000 plants into 
the Yellingbo Reserve, hand watering in some of the early plantings. Finally, the rain arrived, 
and plant orders began to head out of the nursery gates. May was a very busy month and by 
the end of it Cecilia’s groups had planted a further 2,600 plants and 31 orders had been 
collected, totalling 11,750 plants. 
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General plant sales at the nursery had also started to increase. While we are busy with this 
year’s plant orders we have been busy planning ahead for next year. A revamp of our sales 
area to change the layout and to increase its size has been undertaken. A new stock holding 
area and bays to store our plastic pots and tubes is being created on the southern end of 
our existing shade area. The erection of a shadehouse frame on the eastern side of our 
existing polyhouses is in progress and we have already begun propagating plants from 
cuttings and sown seed for next year’s plant order requirements.  

 
WOW! We could not do it without our fabulous team of nursery volunteers and staff who are 
supported by a great group of committed committee members working somewhat unseen in 
the background. You are welcome to join us in the nursery on the first Saturday morning of 
the month between the hours of 9am to 12noon or Tuesday and Thursday between 9am to 
3pm. Or perhaps a position on the committee might interest you. 
 
 

 
There are very few species of plants flowering around the nursery 
this month so that makes the two species shown here very special  

 
 

 
 

Orders ready for collection Mixed plants for revegetation days Extension to stock holding & pot storage bays 

Epacris impressa 
 
Common Heath (Victoria’s Floral Emblem) 
prefers moist, well-drained soil in semi-
shade. There are lots of white, pink or red 
flowers from March to Nov. 
	

Sigesbeckia orientalis 
ssp. Orientalis 

 
Indian Weed is a small shrub of 50-
80cm that likes moist semi shaded 
position. 
	

Photos by Michelle Faram 
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By Richard Case 
Reveg Rambles 
 
 
This season has taken us to a wide variety of sites with many 
special moments as we wander through the bush. 
 
The 4th of March began with a warm and cloudy day. We went 
seed collecting and to have a look around the newly established 
Jeanne Wilcox Reserve. What a wonderful area it is. Well 
favoured by the mammals, with Echidna scratchings and Wombat, Wallaby and Deer scats. 
We wandered through open and productive bushland along the southern boundary. We 
passed old nests of Red-browed Finch and Eastern Yellow Robin and came across some 
Musk Daisy-bush, a plant we have become attuned to because of it’s rarity in our valley, 
although it is plentiful in the Dandenongs. As we went down the hill, the vegetation became 
thicker until it opened up into acres of Coral Fern, a stunning sight. Reaching the bottom of 
the hill, we came across an old billabong, surrounded by wet-loving plants like Woolly Tea-
tree. A Brown Goshawk, a juvenile female, flew through and paused briefly, looking at us 
from a distant tree. Further on still, we reached Woori Yallock Creek, flowing through a lovely 
open area, framed by Hazel Pomaderris and dominated by tall, healthy Manna Gums over a 
diverse herb layer. After admiring the creek for a while, we headed back up via the northern 
boundary. Here the walking was easier as the vegetation was not as thick, being a drier 
woodland than the south boundary. Pete found a Blotched Blue-tongue which I had strode 
past, oblivious. About half-grown, maybe 20cm long and slender, it hid under a grass 
tussock while we tried to see it without disturbing it too much. Back at the gate, we had a late 
lunch before collecting seed from the Bushy Needlewoods and Small Grass-trees we had 
seen earlier. We rounded out the day by collecting Black She-Oak from nearby. 
 
The meteorological observations on the 22nd of April were quite different. Very still and very 
smoky, with burning off throughout the district, blue skies just visible through occasional 
patches in the smoke. Today we were concentrating on Hakea seed collection, a spiny 
business. We headed out to a roadside and collected lots of Bushy Needlewood (a good 
year for it) and a bit of Dagger Hakea. We also collected smaller amounts of Furze Hakea, 
Yellow Hakea, Silver Banksia and Small Grass-tree. A Brown Tree Frog called slowly from a 
nearby dam as we worked. Moving on to another roadside we collected a similar array, 
again with a good amount of Bushy Needlewood, a decent amount of Dagger Hakea and 
small amounts of Silver Banksia and Small Grass-tree. And a few bags of rubbish too. Here 
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we saw an Eastern Grey Kangaroo in the bush nearby and heard a Robin, probably Scarlet, 
calling from further down the hill. I like this road. Only one car passed the whole time we 
were there. Back at the house, we had lunch and set up the seed to dry. Then down to Beers 
Bridge for a walk down the west side of the creek. There are no tracks here so it’s a bit of a 
wobbly walk, with a strong encouragement to only do one thing at a time. A quite little valley 
with so many shades of green in the fading light of late afternoon. The small birds fussing 
about their business while the froglets sang from nearby. And the creek, always calling, from 
the stones and logs of it’s bed. 
 
On the 20th of May we had a cold windy day, 
with drizzle turning to rain later on. We started at 
Burrungma Bik where we saw a male Scarlet 
Robin sitting on a bush in the open but soon to 
be revegetated paddock. As usual with it’s kind, 
it sat with it’s sooty back and broad white wing 
stripes toward us, only occasionally showing the 
big ‘headlight’ and red breast. An Eastern 
Shrike-tit called from the creek and a Brown Tree 
Frog called optimistically on a cold day. 
Heading upstream a bit, we collected Yellow 
Hakea from one of our reveg patches. Then 
going around the area, we collected small 
amounts of windfall Manna Gum and Mountain 
Swamp Gum. 
After lunch we headed out again and saw two 
Helmeted Honeyeaters plunge-bathing in the 
creek. Brilliant colours in the dull light under the 
clouds. Going up the hill a little way, we found 
more windfall Manna Gum. Then back upstream 
a bit of swamp gum. While we were deliberating 
which species it belonged to, the rain moved in 
seriously so we hastily finished the collection, 
grabbed some samples and headed home. 
 
 
  

Reveg Dates 
 

Saturday 16th June  
Meet 10am at the end of Spillers Road, 
Macclesfield (Melways map 308 C8) with 
Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum.  
RSVP Sue e)  possum56@gmail.com 
 
Sunday 8th July 
Meet 10am at the Nursery, 1217 Macclesfield 
Rd (Melways map 305 G11). 
 
Saturday11th August  
With Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum.  
RSVP Sue e)  possum56@gmail.com 
 
Saturday 8th September 
HeHo Hoe Down 
RSVP Cecilia e) heho1@optusnet.com.au 
 
 
 
 
All reveg events are automatically cancelled if 
damaging winds (60 kph), severe, extreme, 
total fire ban or code red are forecast for the 

Central District. Please check with the Bureau 
of Meteorology at 5.00pm the day before. 
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Merchandise List Notes Cost Quantity Total 
Ceramic mug with Helmeted 

Honeyeater Pick up only $10   

Various cards are available of photos 
of taken by members 

All with pale yellow 
backgrounds 

$2 each 
$6 for 10   

Various photos of Helmeted 
Honeyeaters 

Photography by Kim Wormald 
and Shellie Drysdale 

$2 each 
$6 for 10   

Books 
A Reserve for a Bird  $30*   

Yellingbo- A Special Place  $10*   

Hilton Hints for a Home Soft cover picture storybook $5   

Lunar the Leadbeater’s Possum Hard cover picture storybook $30*   

Lunar the Leadbeater’s Possum Soft cover picture storybook $15*   

Clothing 
Polar Fleece Beanie Blue with Pink Heath 

Green with Heho $10   

Green Polar Fleece Jacket S, M, L & XL $45*   

Blue Polar Fleece Vest S, M, L & XL $35   

Slate Blue Polar Shirt Women’s – 10, 12, 14, 16 
Men’s- L, XL, XXL  

$20 
$25   

20cm Brim Canvas Hat with HeHo 
emblem 

Green- size 57 
Bone- size 59 or 61  $10   

Bone Bucket Hat One size fits all $8   

Cap Bone brushed cotton 
Dark green suede brim $10   

SUBTOTAL  

 Plus 20% postage & handling (*Postage cost inquiry required for heavier items: 5964 8341)    

TOTAL TO PAY  

 
 
 

Heho Merchandise 
 

By Post 
Please mail this form and your payment to: 

 
By Online Banking 
Please post or email this form when paying online 
e) heho1@optusnet.com.au 

 
Att: Merchandise Officer 
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater 
PO Box 131, Woori Yallock, VIC 3139 

 

100% of proceeds go to on-ground projects to save our special bird 

Account: Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc 
BSB 633 000    Account No. 138839170 
Reference field: Please write ‘Merchandise order’ and 
your full name. 

 

Payment Options 
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By Cecilia Imre 
Coordinator’s Column 
 
 
We have had a fantastic start to 2018 planting season. 
Sunbury College were our first group to visit the reserve and 
participate in an educational planting day on 20th March. 
So far we have planted 7,036 tubestock throughout YNCR (as of 
2/6/18). This was all done with the support of 12 groups, with a total 
of 800 volunteer hours. We still have a long way to go to reach our 
target for the year, but I am really happy with the progress so far. 
 

Community Planting Days 
We have a few community planting days coming up that you are all welcome to attend and 
help us plant as many plants as we can this year to create more habitat for the Helmeted 
Honeyeater and also the Lowland Leadbeater’s Possum. 
 

 Saturday 16th June with the Friends of the Leadbeater’s Possum (see flyer) 
 Saturday 11th August 
Saturday 8th September 

 
Put these dates in your diary, more detail to follow closure to the day. Please check your 
email or our Facebook page for updates. 
  

Ambassador Program 
Macclesfield PS, Berwick Lodge PS and Chum Creek PS are part of the ambassador 
program this year. They will be visiting on 7/6/18 to learn about the Helmeted Honeyeater, its 
habitat and the supplementary feeding program. We welcome the 16 new ambassadors for 
2018.  
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We had two incredibly successful days for the Convoy to Conservation events. A 
total of 76 people attending and 1,160 trees planted on 21st April and 19th May. 

Thank you to all to attended and helped make the days possible. 
 

 
St. Peters College planting day on 26th May.	950 plants planted for our 

Threatened Species Recovery Fund Project at the 3.2ha site. Well done. 
 

Photos by Cecilia Imre 
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By Sue Tardif 
A Feeder’s Morning 
 
 
Australia is certainly a country of contrasts, isn’t it? As I write (end 
of May), the weather outlook for the Yellingbo area is for chilly 
mornings of 3-5OC, and mild maximums of 14- OC. The winds are 
relatively light, and there’s a slight chance of rain showers. Winter 
is on its way. It will get colder and wetter than this for the hardy 
crew of Helmeted Honeyeater supplementary feeding volunteers, 
with frosty mornings and chilled fingers a regular part of our day. By contrast, just a week 
ago I was in the Northern Territory where the newspaper headlines were emblazoned with 
“It’s b***** freezing!” Top End residents were aghast at shivering through frosty 19.7 OC 
minimum temperatures. Without the chilly mornings, the rain and the glorious sunny days we 
have here, we wouldn’t have the vegetation community that provides habitat for the 
irreplaceable species we have in Yellingbo. They don’t have Helmeted Honeyeaters in the 
Top End. They have lots of other amazing things, but not the cool weather specialists. How 
lucky are we to be able to share in this world of theirs?  
 
During early autumn, breeding ceased for Helmeted Honeyeaters. Autumn sees more 
movement of birds between sites. Some young birds return to their natal site (where they 
hatched). Some unpaired adult birds also return, often having spent the breeding season in 
less optimal habitat than the breeding birds that defend this in order to raise their young. 
There is less aggression in the population as the young birds mature and become 
independent. There’s also less vocalising, which makes it a little hard to teach new 
volunteers to distinguish between Helmeted Honeyeaters and other bush sounds.  
 
The good rainfall the reserve had in early May, after a very dry start to the year (in fact, the 
second driest January-March in 31 years of recording rainfall) has been welcomed. The dust 
has been washed away, and there are signs that we are moving into winter. The Swamp 
Gums, Eucalyptus ovata, are in blossom, and with that the birds head for the tree canopy to 
seek out this nectar in preference to what we provide – always a good sign! With much 
thanks to the daily observations of volunteers, we will start to see which birds are pairing up, 
and which territories these pairs hold down. It’s interesting times, with a number of breeding 
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territories now up for grabs due to 
the loss of some breeding birds (see 
Bruce Quin’s Field Report). Who will 
move in? In August we expect to see 
the first nest/s built, if the historical 
data holds true for the 2018-19 
breeding season as well. Early signs 
are good, if not a little surprising at 
this time of year, with two females 
seen carrying nesting material on 25 
May. Are they starting to assert “this 
patch is mine”, now that the weather 
has started to cool?  
 
In the last HeHo Herald, I mentioned that a recruitment drive had started for new volunteers 
to join the supplementary feeding team. Over March/April we welcomed sixteen new people, 
who each bring an interesting and diverse set of skills and backgrounds to the group. After 
an induction period, May has seen them all settling into the role with their feeding partner/s. I 
was asked recently whether we had a roughly equal male/female mix of volunteers in the 
program. I’d never specifically looked at that, but knew there were more females involved. 
Interestingly, results have just been published from ‘The Kids Contribute survey’, a study 
conducted by the University of Melbourne of more than 10,000 Australian primary and high 
school students that asks how the kids of Australia contribute at home, at school and in their 
communities. Amongst the really interesting data is this snippet: girls are much more likely 
than boys to help care for the environment, with 65% of girls and 35% of boys being involved 
in some way. Is it a coincidence that in the current supplementary feeding team of 90 people 
actively involved each month, 60% of volunteers are female and 40% male? I doubt it.  
 
Being a volunteer feeder is such a good role. A first time feeder says it best “… I had a smile 

on my face for the rest of the weekend!” The combination of giving a little, learning a little, 
and sharing a little rebounds in sometimes unexpected and fabulous ways. How can you 
beat that?  
 
Finally, but not least, a huge thank you to Amy Tipton who stepped in while I was on leave in 
May to manage the volunteer roster and the myriad of tasks that all make the program run 
smoothly. Thank you Amy! 

Eucalyptus ovata  
Photo by Sue Tardif 
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Contacts 
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Office & Nursery  
Address 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo 3139  
Post PO Box 131 Woori Yallock 3139 
p 5964 8341  
e heho1@optusnet.com.au  
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au 

Committee Members 
President vacant Vice President Alan Clayton Secretary Marita Hanigan Treasurer 
Suzanne Cox General Members Bruce Quin, Robin Young, Jeff Dickinson, Sue Bendel, 
Richard Case, Neil Wentworth, Shan Jasotharan, Stephen Garth  

Support roles 
DELWP Ornithologist Bruce Quin  Nursery Manager Michelle Faram  Environmental 
Coordinator Cecilia Imre  Merchandise Debbie Mitchell Supp Feeding Volunteer 
Coordinator Sue Tardif  Membership Secretary Marita Hanigan Works & Reveg Group 
Leader Richard Case p) 9720 4062 YV Landcare Network Coordinator Anne Fitzpatrick m) 
0488 766 113 e) YVLandcare@bigpond.com Newsletter Editor Melanie Treweek Dunn e) 
mtreweek@zoo.org.au 


